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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric ov-
en, and more particularly, to an electric oven that can
cook different types of foods.
[0002] An electric oven is generally used for baking or
roasting food by heating the food above 100°C using heat
and steam generated from the food and confined in the
oven. Therefore, the food can be cooked with a good
taste without being burnt or hardened by contraction,
which caused when the food is directly roasted by fire.
[0003] A typical electric oven is disclosed in US Patent
No. 5,618,458. The detailed description of the typical
electric oven will be omitted herein.
[0004] Meanwhile, a conventional electric oven in-
cludes a top heater used for grilling and a convection
heater and convection fan used for baking. In addition,
the conventional electric oven includes a bottom heater
for improving an operation efficiency of the cavity during
cooking.
[0005] Generally, each of the convection heater and
the convection fan is installed on a rear surface of the
cavity as a one unit. The baking is performed by the con-
vection heater and the convection fan.
[0006] However, it is intended to simultaneously cook
different types of foods in the conventional electric oven,
the different types of the foods cannot be properly cooked
due to a different cooking condition according to the type
of the food or the smells of the foods may be mixed with
each other.
[0007] In addition, in the conventional electric oven,
when it is intended to bake only one type of food, the
food is disposed on different stages. In this case, it is
difficult to uniformly heat the food disposed on different
stages.
[0008] Even when it is intended to bake a relatively
small amount of food, the cavity must be fully filled with
high performance air. This cases the energy consump-
tion to increase.
[0009] US 2002/0060215 discloses A cooking oven
comprising a cavity having a separating and insulating
plate which can be inserted horizontally in the cavity in
order to split it in two sub-cavities. Each sub-cavity has
heating elements an its side walls.
[0010] US 2003/0000515 discloses a convection oven
having multiple airflow patterns within a cooking chamber
during a baking cycle.
[0011] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to
an electric oven, which substantially obviate one or more
problems due to limitations and disadvantages of the re-
lated art.
[0012] An object of the present invention is to provide
an electric oven that can independently cook food dis-
posed in different compartments of the cavity.
[0013] The object of the present invention is to provide
an electric oven that can improve the energy efficiency
and a method of operating the electric oven.
[0014] Additional advantages, objects, and features of

the invention will be set forth in part in the description
which follows and in part will become apparent to those
having ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the
following or may be learned from practice of the invention.
The objectives and other advantages of the invention
may be realized and attained by the structure particularly
pointed out in the written description and claims hereof
as well as the appended drawings.
[0015] To achieve these objects and other advantages
and in accordance with the purpose of the invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, there is provid-
ed an electric oven including: an oven body; a first con-
vection system having a first convention heater and a
first convection fan that are installed in the oven body to
operate for a first space in the oven body; and a second
convection system having a second convention heater
and a second convection fan that are installed in the oven
body to operate for a second space in the oven body.
[0016] In the aspect of the present invention, there is
provided an electric oven including: a cavity; a plurality
of convection systems each having a convection heater
and a convection fan; and a tray dividing the cavity into
different spaces, wherein the convection systems are op-
erated for the respective different spaces.
[0017] According to the present invention, since the
convection systems are independently operated for the
different compartments of the cavity, the cooking can be
independently performed in each compartment. There-
fore, the foods can be uniformly heated to improve the
cooling quality. In addition, different types of foods can
be simultaneously cooked, the cooking time as well as
the energy consumption can be reduced.
[0018] In addition, since the plurality of convection fans
can be driven by a single motor, the structure of the elec-
tric oven can be simplified and the manufacturing cost
and the number of manufacturing processes can be re-
duced.
[0019] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory
and are intended to provide further explanation of the
invention as claimed.
[0020] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this applica-
tion, illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and togeth-
er with the description serve to explain the principle of
the invention. In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an electric oven ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a front view of the electric oven of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a front view of an electric oven according to
the embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a front view of the electric oven according
to the present invention, when all of convection sys-
tems are operating;
Fig. 5 is a front view of the electric oven according
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to the present invention, when a part of convection
systems is operating; and
Fig. 6 is a front view of the electric oven according
to the present invention, when a top heater and a
part of the convection systems are operating.

[0021] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
The invention may, however, be embodied in many dif-
ferent forms and should not be construed as being limited
to the embodiments set forth herein; rather, these em-
bodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be
thorough and complete, and will fully convey the concept
of the invention to those skilled in the art.
[0022] Fig. 1 is an exploded perspective view of an
electric oven according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0023] Referring to Fig. 1, an electric oven 1 of this
embodiment includes a door 2 and a cavity 30 opened
and closed by the door 2. The cavity 30 provides a space
in which the food is cooked. The cavity 30 is divided by
trays 20 into different compartments, i.e., upper and low-
er cavities 31 and 32.
[0024] The electric oven 1 further includes a first con-
vection system disposed on a rear surface of the upper
cavity 31 and a second convection system disposed on
a rear surface of the lower cavity 32. Each of the first and
second convection systems 50 and 40 has a convection
heater and a convection fan. This will be described later.
[0025] One or more tray guides 6 for supporting the
trays 20 are formed on both side surfaces of the cavity
30. That is, the trays 20 provide surfaces on which the
food or container containing the food is disposed. The
trays 20 move frontward or rearward in the cavity 30 while
being guided by the tray guides 6. As described above,
the trays 20 function to divide the cavity 30 into the upper
and lower cavities 31 and 32.
[0026] A baking heater (not shown) that is a heat
source during cooking is disposed on a lower portion of
the cavity 30 and a dual-bottom 5 is coupled to an upper
portion of the backing heater. The dual-bottom 5 prevents
the baking heater from being exposed to an external side,
thereby preventing a user from being injured by the bak-
ing heater.
[0027] Meanwhile, the electric oven 1 further includes
a cook top 8, one or more cook top heaters 9 formed on
the cook top 8, and a manipulation panel 10 formed on
a rear surface of the cook top 8. The cook top heater 9
converts electric energy into heat energy to heat the food
contained in the container disposed on the cook top heat-
er 9. A variety of manipulation buttons are placed on the
manipulation panel 10 to set an operation mode of the
electric oven 1.
[0028] Fig. 2 is a front view of the electric oven of Fig. 1.
[0029] Referring to Fig. 2, the cavity 30 is formed in
the electric oven 1. The cavity 30 is defined by a case
13. The cavity 30 is divided into the upper and lower

cavities 31 and 32 by the trays 20. The trays 20 are sup-
ported by the tray guides 6. The top heater 14 is formed
on the upper portion of the cavity 30.
[0030] The first convection system 50 having a first
convection heater 51 and a first convection fan 52 is in-
stalled on the rear surface of the upper cavity 31. The
second convection system 50 having a second convec-
tion heater 51 and a first convection fan 52 is installed
on the rear surface of the lower cavity 32.
[0031] The first and second convection systems 50 and
40 operate independently from each other. That is, when
the food baking is performed at both of the first and sec-
ond cavities 31 and 32, both of the first and second con-
vection systems 50 and 40 operate. Then, ambient air is
heated by the first convection heater 51 and is circulated
by convection in the upper cavity 31 by the first convec-
tion fan 52. By this, the food baking is performed in the
upper cavity 31. Likewise, ambient air is heated by the
second convection heater 41 and is circulated by con-
vection in the lower cavity 32 by the second convection
fan 42.
[0032] As described above, when the independent first
and second convection systems 50 and 40 operate for
the respective upper and lower cavities 31 and 32, the
food in the upper and lower cavities 31 and 32 are uni-
formly heated.
[0033] In addition, when the foods in the upper and
lower cavities 31 and 32 are different types, the first and
second convection systems 50 and 40 can be independ-
ently controlled according to the cooking conditions. That
is, the independent control can be realized by adjusting
the powers of the first and second convection heaters 51
and 41 and the RPMs of the convection fans 52 and 42.
When the cooking is independently realized in the upper
and lower cavities 31 and 32, the cooking quality of the
food can be improved.
[0034] In addition, the cooking may be done in only
one of the upper and lower cavities 31 and 32. That is,
when the cooking is done only in the upper cavity 31,
only the first convection system 50 operates. Then, the
air only in the upper cavity 31 is locally heated. Therefore,
the time for cooking can be reduced and thus the cooking
energy can be saved.
[0035] When it is intended to simultaneously perform
the grilling and baking using the upper and lower cavities
31 and 32, the top heater 14 and the second convection
system 40 operate while the first convection system does
not operate. Then, the grilling is performed in the upper
cavity 31 using heat generated from the top cover 32 and
the baking is performed in the lower cavity 32 by the
second convection system 40. As a result, the grilling
and baking can be simultaneously realized.
[0036] Fig. 3 is a front view of an electric oven accord-
ing to the embodiment of the present invention.
[0037] Referring to Fig. 3, the electric oven 1 includes
a first convection system 50 having a first convection
heater 51 and a first convection fan 52 and a second
convection system 40 having a second convection heater
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41 and a second convection fan 42.
[0038] According to this embodiment, the first and sec-
ond fans 52 and 42 are driven by a single common motor
(not shown). That is, the motor is connected to a driving
pulley 60 and the driving pulley 60 is connected to upward
and downward belts 61 and 62 that are respectively con-
nected to first and second driven pulleys 63 and 64 that
are respectively coupled to a first rotational shaft of the
first convection fan 52 and a second rotational shaft of
the second convection fan 42.
[0039] The operation of the above-described electric
fan will now be described.
[0040] When electric power is applied, the motor ro-
tates. Then, the driving pulley 60 connected to the motor
rotates to operate the upward and downward belts 61
and 62. By the operation of the belts 61 and 62, the first
and second driven pulley 63 and 64 rotate to rotate the
first and second convection fans 52 and 42.
[0041] As described above, since the first and second
convection fans 52 and 42 are driven by the single com-
mon motor, the structure of the electric oven 1 can be
simplified and thus the manufacturing cost and the
number of manufacturing processes thereof can be re-
duced.
[0042] Figs. 4 through 6 show a variety of operations
of the electric oven according to the present invention.
[0043] Fig. 4 is a front view of the electric oven accord-
ing to the present invention, when all of the convection
systems are operating.
[0044] Referring to FIG. 4, when both the first and sec-
ond convection systems 50 are operating, the baking op-
erations are independently performed at the upper and
lower cavities 31 and 32. Therefore, different types of
foods can be cooked in the upper and lower cavities 31
and 32. In this case, the first and second convection sys-
tems 50 and 40 are independently controlled from each
other according to each cooking conditions in the upper
and lower cavities 31 and 32.
[0045] That is, the independent control can be realized
by adjusting the powers of the first and second convection
heaters 51 and 41 and the RPMs of the convection fans
52 and 42. When the cooking is independently realized
in the upper and lower cavities 31 and 32, the cooking
quality of the food can be improved.
[0046] Fig. 5 is a front view of the electric oven accord-
ing to the present invention, when only one of the first
and second convection systems is operating.
[0047] Referring to Fig. 5, only the first convection sys-
tem 50 is operating. In this case, the cooking is done only
in the upper cavity 31. Then, the air only in the upper
cavity 31 is locally heated. Therefore, the time for cooking
can be reduced and thus the cooking energy can be
saved.
[0048] Fig. 6 is a front view of the electric oven accord-
ing to the present invention, when the top heater and only
one of the first and second convection systems are op-
erating.
[0049] When it is intended to simultaneously perform

the grilling and baking using the upper and lower cavities
31 and 32, the top heater 14 and the second convection
system 40 operate while the first convection system does
not operate. Then, the grilling is performed in the upper
cavity 31 using heat generated from the top cover 32 and
the baking is performed in the lower cavity 32 by the
second convection system 40. As a result, the grilling
and baking can be simultaneously realized.
[0050] According to the present invention, since the
convection systems are independently operated for the
different compartments of the cavity, the cooking can be
independently performed in each compartment. There-
fore, the foods can be uniformly heated to improve the
cooling quality. In addition, different types of foods can
be simultaneously cooked, the cooking time as well as
the energy consumption can be reduced.
[0051] In addition, since the plurality of convection fans
can be driven by a single motor, the structure of the elec-
tric oven can be simplified and the manufacturing cost
and the number of manufacturing processes can be re-
duced.
[0052] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
various modifications and variations can be made in the
present invention. Thus, it is intended that the present
invention covers the modifications and variations of this
invention provided they come within the scope of the ap-
pended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. An electric oven (1) comprising:

a cavity (30);
a plurality of convection systems (40, 50) each
having a convection heater (41, 51) and a con-
vection fan (42, 52);
a tray (20) dividing the cavity (30) into an upper
space (31) and a lower space (32); and
a heater (14) positioned at the upper space (31)
of the cavity (30);
wherein the convection systems include a first
convection system (50) for the upper space (31)
of the cavity and a second convection system
(40) for the lower space (32) of the cavity, and
the heater (14) and the second convection sys-
tem (40) adapted to operate while the first con-
vection system (50) does not operate, and
characterized in that the convection fans (42,
52) of the plurality of convection systems (40,
50) are driven by a single common driving unit,
wherein the motor is connected to a driving pul-
ley (60) and the driving pulley (60) is connected
to upward and downward belts (61, 62) that are
respectively connected to first and second driv-
en pulleys (63, 64) that are respectively coupled
to a first rotational shaft of the first convection
fan (52) and a second rotational shaft of the sec-
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ond convection fan (42),
wherein when the motor rotates, the driving pul-
ley (60) rotates to operate the upward and down-
ward belts (61, 62) and then the first and second
driven pulleys (63, 64) rotate to rotate the first
and second convection fans (42, 52).

2. The electric oven according to claim 1, character-
ized in that the first convection system (50) and the
second convection system (40) are independently
operated.

3. The electric oven according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that the first and
second convection systems (40, 50) are operated
under different operation conditions to simultane-
ously cook different types of food.

4. The electric oven according to any one of the pre-
ceding claims, characterized in that one of the first
and second convection system (40, 50), which is for
the space in which cooking is performed, is operated
while the other is not operated.

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrischer Ofen (1) aufweisend:

einen Hohlraum (30);
mehrere Konvektionssysteme (40, 50) mit je-
weils einem Konvektionsheizer (41, 51) und ei-
nem Konvektionsventilator (42, 52);
eine Platte (20), die den Hohlraum (30) in einen
oberen Raum (31) und einen unteren Raum (32)
teilt; und
einen Heizer (14), der an dem oberen Raum (31)
des Hohlraums (30) angeordnet ist;
wobei die Konvektionssysteme ein erstes Kon-
vektionssystem (50) für den oberen Raum (31)
des Hohlraums und ein zweites Konvektions-
system (40) für den unteren Raum (32) des
Hohlraums aufweisen und
der Heizer (14) und das zweite Konvektionssys-
tem (40) geeignet sind, in Betrieb zu sein, wäh-
renddessen das erste Konvektionssystem (50)
nicht in Betrieb ist, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Konvekti-
onsventilatoren (42, 52) der mehreren Konvek-
tionssysteme (40, 50) von einer einzigen ge-
meinsamen Antriebseinheit angetrieben wer-
den,
wobei der Motor mit einer Antriebsscheibe (60)
verbunden ist und die Antriebsscheibe (60) mit
Aufwärts- und Abwärtsriemen (61, 62) verbun-
den ist, die mit ersten bzw. zweiten Antriebs-
scheiben (63, 64) gekoppelt sind, die mit einer
ersten Drehwelle des ersten Konvektionsventi-

lators (52) bzw. einer zweiten Drehwelle des
zweiten Konvektionsventilators (42) gekoppelt
sind,
wobei, wenn der Motor rotiert, die Antriebsschei-
be (60) rotiert, um die Aufwärts- und Abwärts-
riemen (61, 62) anzutreiben, und dann die ers-
ten und zweiten Antriebsscheiben (63, 64) ro-
tieren, um den ersten und zweiten Konvektions-
ventilator (42, 52) zu drehen.

2. Elektrischer Ofen nach Anspruch 1, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das erste Konvektionssystem
(50) und das zweite Konvektionssystem (40) von-
einander unabhängig betrieben werden.

3. Elektrischer Ofen nach einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das erste
und zweite Konvektionssystem (40, 50) unter unter-
schiedlichen Betriebsbedingungen betrieben wer-
den, um gleichzeitig unterschiedliche Typen von
Speisen zu kochen.

4. Elektrischer Ofen nach einem der vorstehenden An-
sprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass dasjeni-
ge von dem ersten und zweiten Konvektionssystem
(40, 50), das für den Raum ist, in welchem Kochen
durchgeführt wird, in Betrieb ist, während das andere
nicht in Betrieb ist.

Revendications

1. Four électrique (1) comprenant :

une cavité (30) ;
une pluralité de systèmes de convection (40, 50)
ayant chacun un dispositif de chauffage par con-
vection (41, 51) et un ventilateur de convection
(42, 52) ;
un plateau (20) divisant la cavité (30) en un es-
pace supérieur (31) et en un espace inférieur
(32) ; et
un dispositif de chauffage (14) positionné au ni-
veau de l’espace supérieur (31) de la cavité
(30) ;
dans lequel les systèmes de convection com-
prennent un premier système de convection
(50) pour l’espace supérieur (31) de la cavité et
un deuxième système de convection (40) pour
l’espace inférieur (32) de la cavité, et
le dispositif de chauffage (14) et le deuxième
système de convection (40) adaptés pour fonc-
tionner pendant que le premier système de con-
vection (50) ne fonctionne pas, et
caractérisé en ce que les ventilateurs de con-
vection (42, 52) de la pluralité de systèmes de
convection (40, 50) sont entraînés par une unité
d’entraînement commune unique,
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dans lequel le moteur est relié à une poulie d’en-
traînement (60) et la poulie d’entraînement (60)
est reliée à des courroies vers le haut et vers le
bas (61, 62) qui sont respectivement reliées à
des première et deuxième poulies entraînées
(63, 64) qui sont respectivement couplées à un
premier arbre de rotation du premier ventilateur
de convection (52) et à un deuxième arbre de
rotation du deuxième ventilateur de convection
(42),
dans lequel lorsque le moteur tourne, la poulie
d’entraînement (60) tourne pour actionner les
courroies vers le haut et vers le bas (61, 62) et
ensuite les première et deuxième poulies entraî-
nées (63, 64) tournent pour faire tourner les pre-
mier et deuxième ventilateurs de convection
(42, 52).

2. Four électrique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que le premier système de convection (50) et
le deuxième système de convection (40) fonction-
nent indépendamment.

3. Four électrique selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que les
premier et deuxième systèmes de convection (40,
50) fonctionnent dans différentes conditions de fonc-
tionnement pour cuire simultanément différents ty-
pes d’aliments.

4. Four électrique selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’un par-
mi le premier et deuxième système de convection
(40, 50), qui est pour l’espace dans lequel la cuisson
est réalisée, fonctionne pendant que l’autre ne fonc-
tionne pas.
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